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Students hope that sports bets will be
fast break to the bank.

if

From MTV's Tough Enough III' to JMU, /unior
Scott Chong recounts his tales of fame.

James Madison University

With her off-the-field smarts and her onfield presence, lacrosse junior attacker Gail
Decker brings the total package to JMU.
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U.S. continues
strikes on Iraq

CAROLYN COLE«/» AnjWrj 7hifi

Heavy bombing took place Friday In the area «f tha presidential compound In central Baghdad. Dozens of explosions rocks* tlw
BY JOHN DANISZEWSKI AND
JAMES GERSTEN/ANO

Los Angeles Times
A new torrent of bombs
and cruise missiles sent explosions rolling acnws Baghdad
Saturday, as U.S.-led forces
blasted away at targets intended to destroy the ministries —
and symbols — of Saddam
Hussein's regime.
Engaging in their first
daylight attacks, and then
conducting the raids into
nightfall, U.S. warplanes
appeared to have unchallenged control of the skies.
US. ships and warplanes
launched 500 cruise missiles
and several hundred other
n guided munitions
over the past day, the

Pentagon said. Brig. Gen.
Stanley McChrystal said the
troops have moved 150 miles
into Iraq — roughly half way
to Baghdad from Kuwait —
and war planes flew 1,000 missions from aircraft carriers and
air bases In the region.
More than 1,000 Iraqi
troops surrendered, U.S. military leaders said. As huge convoys of American and British
troops streamed north through
Safwan toward Basra, many
Iraqis waved, cheered and
gave the thumbs-up sign.
Two US. Marines died in
combat — one battling Iraqi
infantry to secure an oil pumping station and the other in
fighting near the strategic port
of Umm Qasr. They were

identified as
2nd
Lt.
Therrel S.
Childers, 30,
of Harrison,
^
Miss., and
Lance Cpl.
Jose Gutierrez, 22, of Los
Angeles. Both had been based
at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
British forces engaged in
artillery exchanges with Iraqi
units defending Basra, Iraq's
second-largest city and a gateway to the Persian Gulf. US.
aircraft were called in to bomb
Iraqi tanks controlling bridges
near the city of 1.3 million.
Cobra attack helicopters,
attack )ets, tanks and 155 mm
howitzers cleared Highway
80, known as the Highway of

Death after the bloody operations against retreating Iraqi
troops during the 1991
Persian Gulf War.
And a day after Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld
said that Umm Qasr had been
captured by US. forces,
artillery fire continued In the
region, A British spokesman,
Group Capt. Al Lockwood,
said, "V* do not have firm
confirmation that Umm Qasr
has been secured."
It appeared to have finally
come under US. control by the
end of the day, with US.
Apache helicopters shelling
the seafront industrial neighborhood, injuring children and
other civilians.
About 100 miles to the

KM M

fir* •nd smoke Mad the night skyline.

northwest, U.S.-led forces
captured Nassiriya, securing a vital bridge over the
Euphrates river, which the
troops have now crossed, a
U.S. spokesman said. Loss
of the bridge could have
slowed the troops on the
route to Baghdad.
In northern Iraq, US.
airstrikes, including 40 to 50
Tomahawk missiles, hit munitions depots and offices of
KomJay Islami and its radical
ally, Ansar al-Islam, which the
Bush administration has
labeled a terrorist group. For
the last 19 months, Ansar has
been burning the US-supported Kurdish government m the
autonomous northern enclave.
Among the buildings hit

were the Republican Palace,
the Council of Ministers building, the General Security
Service and the Special
Security Service headquarters
and various military buildings
and barracks. The intelligence
headquarters and a presidential palace were struck for a
second consecutive day.
Government officials said
that at least three people
were killed and 250 people,
including women, children
and elderly, were injured, by
shrapnel sent flying from the
explosions when rockets and
bombs struck, and from antiaircraft fire.
Information
Minister
see IRAQ, page 5

Community gathers to protest war
BY KELLY JASPER

staff writer
Singing, chanting and waving
anti-war signs, about 200 students, faculty and community
members participated in a war
protest Thursday on the commons and at Court Square in
downtown Harrisonburg.
At noon, about 15 students laid
on the ground of the commons in a
"die-in" to simulate the dead bodies
of civilians and soldiers, sophomore Brian Bemhardt, a member of
the JMU Anti-War Coalition, said
while participating in me "d«Mn "
The coalition is a collective effort
of students and faculty members
that uses organizations like the
Valley Peace Network to bring people together, according to Bemhardt
"No one of us can really take the
credit for getting this group of students together," Bemhardt said.
The pouring rain didn't keep

droves of students
from
turning out.
According to
junior Kyle ^
Murphy, "I
think
that
really speaks on behalf of the
integrity of the community."
Junior David Abbott said the
protesters received both negative
and supportive comments from
students passing by, but that those
who opposed the protests were the
most vocal. "People think we're
stupid," Abbott said. "Tney tell us
all these silly comments like they
hope it keeps raining on us or that
al) we'll do is catch cold."
Following the "die-in/' students
walked out of class at 3 pjn. to join
a speak-out on the commons.
Standing on top of a table on the
commons, freshman Ammar
Shallal addressed the crowd. "I am

Speaker concludes
James Madison Day
Bv

GARRET HILLER

senior writer
Concluding the events of
James Madison Day, the
Honorable |ohn "Jack" O.
Marsh spoke in Wilson Hall
last Wednesday about information technology, privacy
and cyberspace.
"For privacy to exist, liberty
must flourish, and Madison
sought (ut the protection of liberty," said Marsh, a former secretary of the army who holds
the record for length of service
with his eight years as a military secretary.
"Privacy is not an enumerated right in the Constitution
but is implied in the Bill of
Rights. The security versus privacy issue should be rephrased
'liberty versus security.' If
there's no liberty, there's no
right to privacy."
Marsh discussed the
importance of information
technology and cyberspace
in the modern age but also
its vulnerability to terrorists

and use as tools of war.
Possible misuses of IT and
'he Internet, according to
Marsh, include the compromising of security in airports
and unauthorized access of
individuals' bank accounts
and medical records.
James Madison Day festivity included a commemorative
debate, citizen forum and a
wreath-laying ceremony in
front of Varner House.
Marsh continued a long
line of esteemed guests who
have spoken at previous
James Madison Day celebrations,
including former
Secretary of State Lawrence
S. Eagleburger last year and
Supreme
Court
Justice
Clarence Thomas in 2001.
Marsh said people should
revisit the world of Madison
He proposed that governmental agencies, non-governmental
agencies and individual users
need to work together for a
see MARSH, page S

100 percent Iraqi-American," he
said. "I have family living in
Baghdad. [The war has] really hit
home, literally."
Shallal said he hoped to put a
face to the Iraqi people. "People just
turn on the TV and see Hollywoodesque scenes of Baghdad on fire," he
said. "I want people to know that
there are people just like me inside
those buildings."
The speak-out drew together a
diverse crowd of'people, senior
Ruth Hariu said. "We're not all
activists or some part of a tiny, elite
group out here protesting against
the war," she said. 'This is everyone
and the goal hen? is to get different
people expressing and thinking
about their different ideas."
Kurt Mills, political science
assistant professor, was one of
many faculty members who
attended the rally. With tears in his
eyes. Mills said he has never been

more ashamed of the VS. government. "My country is now officially a rogue state," he said. "This war
is illegal and immoral"
Though the majority of the participants at the rally were anti-war,
senior Ben Strohm came to the rally
to express his support for the war.
Quietly standing on steps overlooking the commons, Strohm held
a sign with the Pledge of Allegiance
across it. "They want to know who
supports the war," he said. "Well,
I'm here to say that I do."
At 4 p.m. a group of about 100
marched from the commons into
downtown Hanisonburg. Students
carried signs reading "Peace is
Patriotic" and "Under Massive
Bombing, Civilian deaths are intentional, not accidental." While
marching, the protesters chanted,
"Drop the sanctions, not the bombs"
DAVE KfM/tenior photographer

see PROTEST, page 5
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Mark Warnar, sanlor vice preeldent of etudent
affalra, spaaks at tha wreath-laying ceremony
at tha Jamas Madison atatua Wadnaaday.

JMU •tudants protest tha war Thursday.

Student injured in
hit-and-run accident
BY TONI DUNCAN

contributing writer
A JMU student was injured in a
hit and run last Monday evening
near the southwest comer of Port
Republic Road and Devon Lane.
Junior Ashley Young, 20,
said she will be unable to
return for the remainder of the
semester due to injuries sustained from the incident.
The case is currently under
Investigation, according to Lt.
Kurt Boahart of the Harrisonburg
Police Department He said the
police are concentrating on finding the vehicle described by witnesses as a dark colored Ford
Explorer. The vehicle also will
have damage to its bug guard and
possibly the front end, he said.
Young said, "I remember we
want walking back to the
Commons around 930 p.m. and
we were at the light. The light
changed and one of the cars on the
outside lane stopped. I turned to
see if the car turning right on to
Port Republic had gone yet, and
|the car] hadn't, ao 1 started going,

and then this car came out of
nowhere on my left side. I only
remember seeing headlight?,.
"I couldn't do anything,"
Young said. "The next thing I
remember is that I was in the
ambulance on the way to
Rockingham Hospital. 1 was confused. I remember this lady washing the blood off my face, and 1
wasn't sure what happened."
Junior Zorina Hess, who was
present with Young during the incident, said, "We were at the light and
Ashley started to go and I turned to
the left. I saw the car but there was
nothing that could be done.
"I saw her get hit and I heard
her scream," Hess said. "She
flew on the hood and (the car)
still kept going and then she fell
off the SUV. jThe car| did not
slow down or stop at all, it was
going like 40 miles per hour
(down Port Republic Road)."
According to Hess, Young was
thrown about 35 to 40 feet.
Young was driven by rescue
see INJURY, page 5
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• Winona LaDuke. an intemationallv renowned \ative American
Indian activist, will give a lecture titled "The Environment and
Social Justice." at 7p.m. at Grafton-Stovall Theatre. For mow informahon contact xft^636 or visit miicfmu cdu/mutnutiural
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26
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• A Student Employment Fair will be held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in the College Center Highlands Room. Over 20 employers will be
present to answer questions and discuss available positions

• |ml\ Shepaid,muthei at MatthflM ShepanJ. will sjv.ik on hate
CrkWi al 7 Mi pan Ul tha( olkvet rntf r (ir.ii.ti rLillroom. For
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• UREC will hold a blood drive from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. For more
information visit wwmjmuidu/recmitkm.

TUESDAY, MARCH 25

• The baseball team will host the University of Virginia at 3 p.m.
at Uing Field/Mauck Stadium. Admission is free with a I Ac card.
For more information call x8-3853.

• I >HI McFhenon, .1 fanner National Fwrtball league player,
will be speaking on the |m-ventK.n and awareness of violence
1' 7p.m. in theC't>Uege('enterGrand
Ballroom. HIT more inti >rmarion e-mail Melissa Diffley
at Mfflami

• A nutrition fair will be held at UREC from 430 to 6:30 pm. For
more information visit unuw.ptiuMlu/mreation.

• Amnesty International will meet at 7 pm in the Warren
Hall Transitions Room. lor more information call NadineWu
i.i.ii \\MV\V\ Roaseratx8-3212(>rrossen>.

POLICE LOG

• John Alex Golden will hold a tentative speak out regarding the
war from 8 to 10 p.m. at Taylor Down Under. For more
information call Kilter Clevenger at x8-2806 or visit
intwjmu cdu/uctnler/tdu
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Lacrosse feature: Gail Decker
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Lacrosse vs. Dartmouth

13

Lacrosse vs Hofstra

13

Mercy House
basketball tournament
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Men's gymnastics vs.
William and Mary
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New women's basketball coach
Kenny Brooks

13

Men's tennis vs. Nortolk State
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MARC :i I IS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH
Wl IAT CAN < ;,\! WOMAN DO
TO CHANGE II II-: WORLD?
Dunng a time of limited rights tor women, Mary Baker Eddy (bom 1821) founded
the Christian Science Church in 1879 which has branches in 79 countries today.
She was a spiritual leader and healer a thinker, writer, publisher, speaker.
In 1908, at age 87. she founded The Christian Science Monitor, an international
daily paper, winner of 7 Pulitzer prizes (to date). Her book Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures presents spiritual ideas and practical solutions.
Found on line at www.spirituality com.
For news of women's accomplishments today visit www.csmonitor com/women
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"It is a mystery to me why
there is no national outcry to
fight this disease. "

'Why U.S.?

NEWS

Film director and producer
screen and discuss terrorism
film with students.
see story below
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RON GEORGE

father of deceased student

Students view film, discuss reactions SGA
discusses
Film director, producer screen terrorism documentary
BY KELLY JASPER

staff writer

A student views the (Km documentary "Why U.S.? An Insightful
Look at the 9/11 Tragedy. - FHm dkector Daniel Lindsay and producer Cody Shearer led a discussion and question and answer
session following the film. About 150 students attended.

Addressing why America has become a target
for terrorism, the documentary film "Why US.? An
Insightful Look at the 9/11 Tragedy" was screened
to about 150 students Thursday night in HHS1301.
The film was sponsored by the political science department and presented by the
International Institute for Mediation and
Conflict resolution. Film director Daniel Lindsay
and producer Cody Shearer spoke about the
goals of the documentary and answered questions after playing the 75-minute film.
"Why US.?" is a collection of interviews with
politicians, academics, journalists, parents of Sept.
*1,2001 victims and Muslim radicals. The interviewees offered many different explanations for terrorist attacks, including the US. stance of the IsraeliPafcstinian conflict, the presence of US. troops on
Muslim soil and the "oppressive" Westernization of
the world. The documentary also addresses
American media's lack of international coverage.
The documentary features former foreign ministers Gareth Evans of Australia and Lord David
Owen of England, secretary general of the Arab
'.eague Amr Moussa and Pulitzer Prize-winning
lumalisl Seymour Hersh. Other interviewees
include former CIA operative Robert Baer and
slamic fundamentalLst Abu Aziz.
Lindsay and Shearer said they began making
the film Sept. 12,2001. Setting out on a cross-country road trip from I«t Angeles, Calif., to New
York, NY, the pair originally attempted to document public reaction to the attacks, but they said
they soon found that people didn't understand
the causes of the attack.
"As we made our way across the country,"
Shearer said, "we were surprised at the way people turned the tables around on us and asked us
why this happened."
Shearer said they decided to shift the focus of
the film away from recording reactions of SepL 11

Exit 245
/ want this film to try and educate...
funds, city
American people who can'/ grasp
the impact of our foreign policy. planning

—66

— Daniel Lindsay

film director

~*9

DIORIO

staff writer

Four faculty members and
five students in the school of
media arts and design recently
received awards in the annual
Broadcast Fducation Association
Festival of Film, Video and
Media Arts.
BEA is an organization for
professors, students and professionals involved in teaching and
research related to radio, television and electronic media education. The national competition
received over 400 entries,
according to umw.beaweb.com.
Professor John Woody and
technology
manager
John
Hodges won the Best of
Competition award in the education.il inMnuiion.il category for
"Foundation 2002 — Building a
Better Virginia."
The video explained the case
for the $9005 miUion bond referendum for higher education facilities in Virginia that voters
approved in November 2002.
"The purpose of the video
was to educate Virginians on
the bond,'' Woody said. Woody
was the lead producer and

coordinator of all the media
required to educate people
about the bond.
Woody received another
Best of Competition award in
the promotional category for
"Army Surgeon General Video:
Army Medical Logistics."
Woody said the video is about
the preparation and training of
army medics. "If s an amazing
process they go through,"
Woody said. "I'm extremely
proud of it, and it taught me
what kind of jobs they have
and how important they are."
The video, about 15 minutes
long, was developed for the
Army Surgeon General's office.
At the end of last summer, it
was premiered at a major conference of Army medical logistics personnel in Philadelphia,
Pa "It's the kind of video that if
you worked in medical logistics,
it'd make you feel very proud,"
Woody said.
Professor George Johnson,
director of SMAD, and assistant
professor JoAnne Holman won
second place in the communicaM SMAD, page 4

rting disorder statistics
Ifrom www.«ormgd«orcfcrinfo o*yl
l> Eating Disorders affect
5 - 10 million Americans
and 70 million
individuals worldwide.
E> Up to 19* of college
I women in America
limic.
-25%ofdllhose
ing anorexia will die
direct result of the
eating disorder.
1/ According to The
Center tor Mental Heahh
Services, 90% of those
who hove coring
disorders are women
between Ihe ages of 12

and 25.

SARAH STWTr/Jgraphit * editor

SGA reporter

Community development
and an amendment to the Exit 245
and instead concentrate on issues that have made bill were discussed at the Student
America a target for terrorists. "We were almost Government Association's meetjust making it up as we went," Lindsay said.
ing last Tuesday.
Over 14 months, Undsay and Shearer traveled
Planners of the Harrisonburg
across the globe and shot over 140 hours of film. Community Development staff
Lindsay taped the interviewees, while Shearer, a spoke about their desired stuformer journalist, interviewed them.
dent involvement in city planAt the age of 24, Lindsay got his full first expe- ning. Currently their department
rience in directing. "The video has been edited for is working on a new comprehena pretty mainstream audience, and I think it real- sive plan of the city because the
ly can speak to our generation."
current plan is outdated.
Lindsay said he is "not imposing politics" but
"You guys make up a large
trying to get people talking about what is going on portion of the city," planner
in the world around them. "I want this film to try Keith Markcl said of JMU stuand educate the mass majority of American people dents. "So naturally we want to
who can't grasp the impact of our foreign policy."
get your ideas and opinions."
"The whole film has snowballed bigger and
The "Comprehensive Plan"
bigger," Lindsay said. "Every night we get a is a policy document adopted
good discussion and people are learning new by the City Council to "guide
things, so I think the film has been successful at the physical development of
getting people to just think."
the city." It will include how
The filmmakers seemed to succeed at that they plan to use the land, in
goal. Junior Kathy Hertel called the movie "awe- ways such as commercial,
some." Saying she was surprised Lindsay could recreational and industrial
make such a high quality film at a young age, she usage. Systems of transportasaid it "really makes you think, 'What more could tion, such as the location of
I be doing with my life?'"
pedestrian walkways, also
Hertel said the film was interesting because it will be included.
wasn't a statement "for or against, just a way of
Planning meeting are the
putting the issues out there."
third Wednesday of every
month at 409 South Main St.
Those interested in attending
can call 432-7700.
Suggestions and concerns can
be e-mailed to the Harrisonburg
Community tX'velopment Office
at compplan&wrrisonburgcommiev.com. Its Web site is
wwwxibaniwnburg.va.us.
BY SARA CHRISTOPH
he
said
she
wasn't
extremely
staff writer
Although the Exit 245 bill
overweight, she began dieting
A former JMU student's and eventually fell into the trap
hither shared his daughter's of anorexia. "We were all telling -6 6
tragic battle with an eating dis- her she could be popular and
order last Thursday in hopes of accepted as long as she wasn't
spreading awareness about the fat," George said, "Of course we
This would cut out the
•seriousness of the disease.
didn't use those words, but
live recording system,
Sponsored by the University that's the message she got."
Health Center and Sigma
George said, "What often which is unnecessary...
Sigma Sigma sorority, Ron begins as a diet takes a very
George presented "Leslie's wrong turn when these individ— Mike Goodman
Story" in the HHS 3101.
uals develop an irrational fear of
finance committee chairman
Leslie George was 19 when (being] fat." George said that
she lost he. fight with an eating many anorexics become bulimic
-9?
disorder in September 2000. "1 when they cannot deal with selffeel like I have to come here and starvation any longer. He said passed at the Feb. 25 SGA
tell her story in hopes that it they binge without self-control, meeting, an amendment
might help you too," Ron followed by overwhelming guilt, reconsidering the $3,755.71
George said to the audience.
which leads to purging, and the allocation
was
drawn.
l-eslie George was a sopho- cycle repeats itself. "You see, for Finance Committee Chair
more when she died and would people like Leslie there can't be a Mike Goodman, a junior,
have graduated this May.
weight goal, because the real who previously had dis"Are
you
shocked?" goal is zero," George added.
agreed with this original
George asked, "I hope so,
"It is a mystery to me why amount, proposed to amend
because I still am."
there is no national outcry to it to $1,313.87.
George explained that his fight this disease," George said.
"This would cut out the live
daughter had been snuggling — He said that 8 million women in recording system, which is
first with anorexia and later bulim- America suffer from eating dis- unnecessary for two major reaia — for a good part of her life.
orders. "However, the dirty lit- sons," Goodman said.
George said the beginning of tle secret is that the numbers are
"First, the purpose of this
his daughter's disorder dated
equipment is to record the shows
MDISOKOHKS.paKei
back to grade school Although
to archive them in the music
library. I just don't believe it's
going to reach a significant number of JMU students," he said.
According to Goodman, this
equipment would only serve the
Yorktown High School
a cappella groups. "Second, there
student Michael
is already equipment that exists
Fraaer presents his
on this campus. [The University
project on magnet
Pn>gram Board] has it," he said.
types and how they
According to Goodman, it
affect a magnetic levlwould cost $50 to $150 to rent
tatlon vehicle. Fraaer,
the
equipment, which is vastly
from Arlington, particicheaper than purchasing a
pated In the Virginia
whole new system.
Junior Science and
Exit 245 vocalist Brian King,
Humanities
a sophomore, disagreed. "We do
Symposium. The event
shows over 12 times a year.
took place Thursday
Even at $50 a pop, it will still be
and Friday In Taylor
over $700, and that's a lot of
Hall, and 68 high
money on us," he said.
schools from all over
the state participated.
Sophomore George Molt/
Finalists Included
said, "The UPB equipment does
Blacksburg High
not have the feature we want.
School student Nlsha
This money will k't us buy the
Nagarkattl. Giles
equipment that lets us make
County High School
sure everyone's on pitch."
student Joel MeeksHowever, the amendment
Matous and
was not voted on. The debate
Gloucester High
was unconstitutional, according
School students Ngoc
to College of Arts & letters senVu, Mary Michelle
ator Connie Maxwell, a senior.
Mattson and Kelly
The F.xecutive Council had not
Shea. The finalists will
yet approved the amendment
present their research
going to debate. Maxwell said.
at the national sympoSophomore Matt Grav, presisium at the National 4
dent pre- tempore of the senate,
H Center In Chevy
said,
"It'll have to go back to the
Chase, Md.
executive council who will
either veto or pass it."
ELUE UWEMAN!i*fff/!*<*>»'up/*,

SIY1AD program Father of former student
receives awards speaks on eating disorders
BY jANhLLh

BY SARAH SHAHMORADIAN

Virginia Junior Science and Humanities Symposium
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JMU recycling sponsors awareness week, speaker
Bv NATHAN CHIANTELLA

contributing writer
As part of Recycling
Awareness Week last week,
JMU recycling coordinator
Anthony Mancuso spoke
Wednesday about the status of
recycling and its future.
"Reduction is the first step"
when it comes to helping the
environment, said Mancuso,
who has been a part of recycling services since 19%. JMU
has been able to cut down
trash by 25 percent annually
since then, he said.
Through the recycling pro-

gram, much wasted paper is
bundled and resold, earning
money back for JMU.
When the recycling program
began at JMU in 1994, the budget was $43,000, whereas today it
is up to $350,000. Seventy-five
percent of JMU trash is recyclable though only 25 percent is
actually now recycled.
According to Mancuso,
beverage containers, metals,
and papers are recycled, saving JMU $40,000, as well as
earning $10,000.
Not only does this represent
financial gain, but the university

also has saved an estimated 510
trees and up to 210,000 gallons of
water by recydmg, Mancuso said.
By simply altering already
existing services on campu9,
waste also has been reduced.
Mancuso said that by charging 5 cents a sheet for paper
in a computer lab, students
only use 25 percent of the
paper they used to use.
Another environmentally
sound aspect of JMU is that the
1SAT side of campus is completely powered by an incinerator that runs on trash produced by not only JMU, but

also the rest of 1 larrisonburg.
Mancuso said that in five
Cars the whole campus will
powered by the incinerator,
not only solving power problems, but also problems related
to trash disposal.
Student reaction to the event
was positive.
Sophomore Christine Rlak
said she had "no idea that ISAT
was powered by our trash. It
seems like a very good way to
put our trash to good use."
For more information on
JMU recycling services visit
www.jmu edit/recycling.

A\WY SI'lLIVAWcmJnhutinf:ph<*oitraph,i

DISORDERS: Students urged to make change
DISORDERS, from page 3

really much higher." Further,
these diseases are "killing
roughly one in 10 afflicted,"
George said.
George said he believes the
most important step toward
minimizing this problem with
eating disorders is to start
taking the diseases seriously.
"Are we too embarrassed
because it is a disease of the
mind and not the body?"
George asked the audience.
"The dangers of anorexia and
bulimia are a lot like (mixing]
alcohol and cars. Maybe not
as quick, but just as deadly,"
George added.
Junior Stephanie Panichello,
a committee head for Sigma
Sigma Sigma, said, "I think it is
great that we are getting the
word out and creating awareness. These diseases are definitely something this campus
has to deal with."
George said he sees the real

reason for the prevalence of
these eating disorders to be
rooted in our culture. He criticized the "national preoccupation" with an "ideal" body
weight, one that is, in actuality,
abnormally thin. "The media
successfully promotes an
unrealistic body image and
conditions us to think that
even the normal weight is too
much," George said.
Pointing to the influence of
the fashion industry, George
blames the business for expecting its models to be "human
clothes hangers" by forcing
them to be extremely skinny. He
believes that magazines such as
Cosmopolitan help reinforce our
cultural ideal that "you must be
thin to be loved."
The relationship between
the perfection these industries project and the rapid
growth of eating disorders
is "too compelling to
ignore," George said.
He said, "You are bombard-

-66The media successfully
promotes an unrealistic
body image ...
— Ron George
fadw of deceased sludeni Leslie Geo^e

99ed daily with these images; they
have to have an effect."
When students are faced
with an eating disorder
either in their own personal
life or in a friend's, George
stressed that professional
help is crucial.
Health Center coordinator
Ann Simmons said, "We are
continually raising money for
and putting on these programs
to help promote the available
help on campus."

A representative from SEED
— Stop Eating and Exercising
Disorders — spoke at the
beginning of the presentation.
SEED is a team of dietitians
and other staff members that
work with students recovering
from eating disorders.
Even if students are not
directly involved with this
problem, George encouraged
those attending to take
action, not just sit back and
let these diseases "steal the
lives
of
many
young
women," as he described.
He said students can make a
difference, even if all they do is
write letters to popular magazines or fashion icons.
George said he believes we
need to let our society leaders
know that we are tired of their
distorted and unattainable standards to achieve the perfect
body. "1-et them know that you
are mad as hell, and you're not
going to put up with it anymore," George said.

SMAD: Students win awards
SMAD. from page 3

tion technology division competitive papers for "HD Radio:
Back to the Future." Johnson
said the paper is about how the
U.S. digital radio standard is
very different than the rest of
the world, which uses the
Eureka 147 standard.
"The United States is the
only country in the world that
is using this ... it puts the
United States at odds with the
rest of the world and creates an
interesting financial picture for
the U.S. broadcasting industry," Johnson said.
In the student video competition, Jason Mergott ('02) won
first place for his documentary
"Shadows of the Shenandoah."
His entry also received the Best
of Competition award in the
category Mergott said the documentary is about the families
Oi the Shenandoah National
Park who were displaced in the
1930s because the park was
being built.

"I was very excited because I
didn't expect it," he said. "A lot
of my professors told me to submit it, but I never really took
them seriously."
Senior Jason Garber won
third place in the To Entertain
category in the interactive multimedia competition for a promotional CD on the band
Murphy's Kids.
Garber, along with seniors
Jeff Goelz, Bryan Graves and
Stephanie Guy, won third place
in the To Inform /Educate category in the interactive multimedia competition for iSMAD, a
Web site for media arts and
design students that features
software tutorials, a discussion
forum, career information and
other resources.
The winners will receive
their awards at the BEA Festival
Awards Show in Las Vegas,
Nev., April 4 to 7. Woody was
asked to produce the show, with
help from fellow SMAD professors Steve Anderson, Joe
Hinshaw and Rusty Greene.
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MONDAY march 31

Judy Shepard

Wilson Hall

8:00pm

FREE
(ll>B
tor more information, contact Josh Earley at
X86217 or visit http://upb.jmu.edu

mother of Matthew Shepard

"Help make a differencejn
honor of one that did.

when: March 24, 2003 @ 7:30PM FREE!!
where: College Center Grand Ballroom
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IRAQ: Forces continue war effort INJURY: Student recovering

IRAQ, from page 1
Mohammed Saeed .il-S.ihli.it.
addressing the Iraqi people,
said the government remained
in power and had turned back
the U.S. and British attacks. He
claimed five tanks of the U.S.led forces had been destroyed,
and that the POVVS said lo have
been captured were civilians,
not Iraqi soldiers.
Speaking to reporters at Camp
as Sayliyah, Qatar, US Army
General Tommy Franks said that

between 1,000 and 2,000 Iraqi
prisoners of war had been taken
into custody and "we have with
certain knowledge that thousands of others have laid down
their arms and gone home."
Franks displayed a videotape
that he said depicted approximately 700 Iraqi soldiers lined up
well away from their weapons —
a posture he said they had been
instructed to take in leaflets
dropped by US. planes before
the fighting began, if they want-

ed to surrender.
And, he said that despite the
intensity of the bombing of
Baghdad that began Friday night,
it was being carried out with such
precision that civilian casualties
and non-essential targets were, in
general, being spared.
As for Hussein — whose
overthrow is a primary goal of
the Bush administration and its
British allies — Franks said,
"Actually, I don't know if he's
alive or not."

INJl'RY.frompagci
squad
to
Rockingham
Memorial Hospital, where
she was treated for about an
hour before being transferred
by ambulance to the trauma
room of the L'V.i Hospital in

ChariottMvlDe.

PROTEST: Community speaks out

According to Young, she
suffered many injuries. She
broke her nose and pelvic
bone, the latter on which she
had to have surgery to put in
a metal plate with screws. She
said she also fractured her
ribs, punctured her lung, dislocated her left shoulder and

PROTEST, from page 1
and "No war for empire; no
war for oil."
The group of protesters grew
as members of the community
joined the rally at Court Square.
Several passing motorists offend
honks of support or waved peace
signs to the protesters. Others
threw beer cans and trash at
attendees and yelled at them,
calling them "dirty hippies."
Bernhardl said the group was
"making every effort to not inter-

MARSH, from page
new government structure to
monitor IT and encroachments
on privacy. Marsh said
Madison would have relished
this challenge and recognized
the importance of technology
in other studies.
To describe Madison, Marsh
quoted
from
Plato's
"Republic," "Political greatness

rupt traffic or involve police."
There were "absolutely no
problems," according to Sgt J.L
Roy of the Harrisonburg Police
IJppartment, who said there were
five officers at the protest "just to
make sure there was no trouble."
While walking around Court
Square, some protesters played
instruments. "Music adds so
much to the energy," said sophomore Aaron Kimmelman, as
he beat on a drum. "Anything
we can do to keep people going

or to attract attention to the
cause is a good thing."
Many protesters linked arms
and circled the Government
Office of Harrisonburg singing
"Down by the Riverside."
At 530 p.m. the group held
hands in a giant circle. Murphy
stepped into the center of the circle and addressed the group.
"Remember why you're here,"
he said. "WQ need to renew our
passion and continue on tomorrow and every day forward."

suffered internal bruising on
her stomach and rectum muscles (especially on her right
side). Her iill m tVM
swollen shut in addition to a
multitude of scratches and
bruises along her body.
"The doctors kept telling
DM I w.is a lucky lady to sur\ Ivt Young said.
Young said she i-- now in
physical therapy at UVa.
Hospital and will remain there
for a few more days. She said
itW will continue physical
therapy at home in Alexandria
for the next few months

Doctors told Young she
will have to use a walker for
about four weeks.
While she will physically
he.il in a few months, Young
said she is still grappling
with the emotions of the situ
ation. "I can't believe (the
car] didn't stop. What kind
of person would hit someone
and not stop? What if I died
and [the car| drove away, or
if I was by myself?"
Those with information
about this incident should call
the
Harrisonburg
Police
Uepartment at 434-2545.

MARSH: Speaker describes Madison
and wisdom meet in one.' To
undnUftl |Madison's| values
is to understand his character."
Marsh said people need to
understand Madison in the role
<»t a political philosopher "A
republic that respects its citizens'
liberties is Madison's legacy."
The audience responded
well to Marsh's spivth "I
thought it was really good,"

freshman Mark Cook said.
"(The ceremony] was wellplanned and engaging.''
According
to
SGA
Pnsldsnl Levar Stoney, "Mr.
Marsh's remarks served as a
compliment to our university.
His remarks highlighted
JMU's role in the current
affairs of the United States
with the 'War on Terrorism.'"
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America cannot expect a quick
resolution to this war.

OPINION

War has this power to simplify— to magically transform the complicated into black
and white. The gray areas are erased.
DAVID ABBOTT

junior
•Mb*

HOUSE

iMtriaLM*

EDITORIAL

Speedy end of war not likely, patience necessary
Over the weekend the
While war should prepare
United States has realized that America for sabotage by terrorthe war with Iraq could last ists or members of the Iraqi milmuch longer than anyone itary, betrayal
from
an
feared Once loose, the dogs of American soldier was unexwar an MM I-.IMIV contained, pected. As the war continues
and cries of havoc are often into more difficult phases, we
heard on the battlefield. can only hope that the trust that
America must prepare itself soldiers must hold in each other
men tally for I long struggle.
will not be irreparably damaged
I-ist week the nation wit- by this act of treason.
nessed, via media, American
Unlike what many had pretroops
speeding
toward viously hoped, this war will
Baghdad and Iraqi troops sur- not go easily. As of press time,
rendering en masse to coali- w w w. wa s It i ng tonpost .com
tion forces. Hopes for a quick reports that United States
resolution to the war were Marines have suffered numerhigh. It was unsure if Saddam ous casualties against Iraqi
Hussein was alive to com- troops in Southern Iraq.
mand the Baath party ag.nnst Several Americans, including
Allied forces. We could women, are also now prisonremember the fast-ending ers of Iraqi forces. The British
Gulf War 12 years ago with have confirmed that an
predictions of a similar rawM
American PaTriot missile acciHowever, this week began dentally shot down a Royal
with gnm news of betrayal, Air Force fighter airplane as it
growing resistance by Iraqi returned from a mission early
boom and increasing num- yesterday morning. The posbers of American and British sibility that Iraqis may be
I-.isiialties. Saturday night bas- executing prisoners is also
ketball games were interrupt- disquieting and frightening.
ed by news of a grenade
The nature of this war has
attack against forces in the changed in a matter of hours.
101st Airborne Division. To The Army's Third Infantry
the shock and horror of the Division has come within one
nation we learned that one of hundred miles of Baghdad, but
our own, an American serv- reports of possible ambushes
iceman, had executed an and increasing resistance mean
attack against his comrades.
that our previously rapid

advance will slow. The news of
rising numbers of American
casualties contrasts with previous hopes cf a quick and
easy resolution.
The news reports cited
above could make our nation
irrationally assume this war
will become a disaster. The
nation must remember that
this is the nature of war. The
United States is involved in a
conflict that may last longer
than the short five weeks of
the Gulf War. The nation will
witness more American
casualties and U.S. servicemen and women held as
prisoners of war. Our
blitzkrieg of the first three
days may ground to a halt in
the face of a determined Iraqi
defense of Baghdad.
America cannot expect a
quick resolution to this war.
The United States has committed itself to liberate Iraq
from Hussein's government
with no acceptable outcome
but victory. We will see many
more disturbing pictures on
the news. Many more families will lose loved ones and
many more soldiers will
become prisoners before this
war is finished. We can only
remain patient and hope for
the best for our troops in the
deserts half a world away.

'Breeze Reader's View

War dissent should
not be discouraged

Darts

DavidAbbott

Darts .< Pats are submitted annnymauslx
and printed on a space-a\ailable basis.
Submissions are based upon one person s
opinion of a gi\rn situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth

Pats
E-mail dart\ and pat\ to bree/«tp*f hotmail.com

Pat...

Dart...

An "I-can't-get-cnough-of-you" pat to my
co-workers and neighbors whom I visit at .ill
hours of the night.
Sent in by a senior girl who often can be found
frequenting your apartments after midnight and
appreciates your welcoming presence.

A "support-our-troops" dart to all protesting
students who by doing so don't support those
military men and women who are working so
hard to protect our country.
From a student mho has family stationed overMM mi would like to see more respect and admiration shown to our soldiers.

Dart...

Pat...

A "have-you-always-lived-in-yourown-little-world-of-ignorance" dart to a
certain fraternity for throwing a party in
order to celebrate the war.
From an enraged anti-war student who
doesn't think that the death of thousands of
innocent people should be glorified.

A "now-that s-serurity" pat to my cleavage for
being I great place to hold my keys while running.
Sent in by a well-endowed senior wlto is always
looking for good reasons to liave big knockers.

Dart...

Pat...
A "you-guys-rocked" pat to the hundreds of lively students who came out to
Taylor Down Under's comedy night Friday.
From one of the stand-up comedians who was
glad you all came out for a good time and did so
much laughmy.

A "big-yawn" dart to everyone who has
been sending in darts and p.its l.itrly

From an alumni who procrastinates at tvork
by reading the dart* and pats and has been disappointed in how unexciting they've been and
mieeei the ffOOd darts and pats of her glory days.
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War is upon us. As I write,
rockets rain down on Baghdad
and have done so for three days.
Rumors of Saddam Hussein's
death have surfaced and been
quelled. As many as 30 British
and American soldiers have
died. Who knows how many
Iraqis have met the same fate.
The culmination of 13 years
of diplomacy, sanctions and
U.N. resolutions lias resulted
in armed conflict. Yes, war is
definitely upon us.
In the past five months the
anti-war
movement
has
spawned the largest demonstrations in history, uncountable
protests, walkouts and sit-ins.
The peace presses have been on
overdrive, and the Internet is a
buzz of discussion and debate.
C-SPAN aired the Oxford
University Union debating the
motion: "The US. is the greatest
threat to world peace." It seems
every news headline for the
past few months has concerned
Iraq. At George W. Bush's
request, the world has shown
its cards. But now what?
Now that war has started,
who will stand true to their
voices of dissent? As polls in
both the United States and
United Kingdom swing in favor
of Bush and Great Britain's
Prime Minister Tony Blair, who
will continue to cry, "Not in my
name," on the streets of cities
across the world?
Undoubtedly, media coverage of war has changed since
the night of March 19.
Suddenly the debate has
stopped. All eyes are on Iraq,
as news anchors pour over
maps of the battleground,
pointing at blinking graphic
planes while ex-generals prattle on about satellite sites, missile locations and troop movements. Now it is obstacles and
logistics, the amount of ordinance dropped and the distance our troops have traveled
into Iraq in the place of a semblance of intelligent discussion.
War has this power to simplify — to magically transform the complicated into
black and white. The gray
areas are erased. We are
labeled "patriots or traitors."
Many who opposed military
action last week now support
war simply because troops are at
risk. War has two faces. The first
shows the stark brutalities ul u.u
— dead women, men and children, refugees, destroyed build-

ings and historic sites, blind
nationalism, hatred and violence. The second is the mask of
the aesthetics of the media and
the forgetfulness of patriotism —
the colorful maps, the frequent
advertisements that jolt us back
h) rv.ility and dramatic music as
"War on Iraq" flashes over the
screen. Technicolor.
Brash.
Consuming. Hollywood could
leam a thing or two from CNN.
But the questions and uncertainties behind the debates being
held before Wednesday night are
still there: What is democracy
and who is defining it? What is
true freedom? What will a postwar Iraq look like? What has
become of global diplomacy?
What about Israel and Palestine?
North Korea? Afghanistan?
Northern Ireland? These issues
still exist, screaming between the
rehearsed lines of smiling news
anchors, in shadows cast by the
flashing neon extravagances of
the media.
We are at war, but are in danger of being at peace with the
inevitability of it.
On Feb. 15 anti-war protesters were "concerned citizens
with the right to speak their
minds," but the outbreak of war
has turned public opinion
against them.' They have
become an antagonistic, uneducated, minority group polluting
the streets with unpatriotic rhetoric. They support Hussein.
They don't support American
troops. In fact, they probably
hate America and freedom.
Utter nonsense, of course, but
don't think we haven't heard it
Fourteen people laid out on
the commons in the cold and
rain for almost two hours on
March 20 because Americans
hold free speech, the right to dissenting opinion and global liberty dear to our hearts. We shivered uncontrollably because
even now, in the 21st century,
global diplomacy has failed and
we are at war again.
I respect those who truly
support the war as f respect
those 150 plus people that
marched through Harrisonburg
calling tor peace on the day war
broke out. But I fear the mindless falling-in-line that is
spurred by a declaration of war,
the politicians who marginalise
our opinions and make hollow
wills for a "United America" or a
"United Britain." I fear the surrender of Senate Democratic
see DISSENT, page 7
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think they are
totally unjustified
and ive shouldn't
be over there."

.Miiis staled
are the reasons toe are
at war, then I commend
Bush and his actions."

.lonalex Golden

Gaurav Kapoor

sophomore, political science

junior, int. affairs

low do you feel about George W. Bush's actions in the past days?
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DISSENT.fwmpagei
leader Tom Daschle who,
immediately after speaking out
orartgfi against the president, said the
i\ this week.
I Senate vote tor war was a
"wonderful opportunity for us
Wear it to class, on the I
around the community and use to demonstrate that whatever
differences
we have had before
it to begin discussKm with others. There an' many viewpoints this started are gone." The difand nothing Rets .iccompltslied tvu-iuo still t-xist. I fear .i now
with -illno Vwt the Web site oft empty Senate, empty of
at u<u-,r,•miigebaiul2tlU3.org for
more information.
country is at war.
Amber Lautigar
lunior, SMAD

debate, void of dissent.
In this country of myriad
freedoms, opposing war is not
only an option, it is the duty of
those who want to take up the
call. Remain faithful to your
duty, whatever it may be, arid do
not be swayed by the dangerous
simplifications of wartime.
David Abbott is a junior studio
art major.

Become more famous than the editor.
Draw cartoons for The Breeze.
breezeopinion@hotmciil.com
oshua Wilton House Inn & Restaurant

Winons UDuke
Serving Easter Branch
12:00 - 4:00pm
Sunday, April 20th

"The Environment and

Soda/Justice'
Taesday, March 25,2003
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FREE
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The Joshua Wilton House
"> Exciting cuisine using the
freshest local ingredients
—• Homemade breads and desserts
»* Award-winning wine list
-» Ala carte menu with
entrees starting at $13
» Exquisite food and
impeccable service
—■ Outdoor dining available,
weather permitting
»*■ Reservations recommended

OPEN FOR DINNER:
Tue-Thu 5-9; Fri-Sat 5-10
MINUTES FROM JMU:
Directions: 472 South Mam St.,
Harrisonburg, Virginia
540-434-4464 or 1S88-2WILTON
Take US 33 west across 1-81. Left at first light
on Cantrell. Fourth light, turn right on Mam
SI. Wilton House is it comer of So. Main and
Campbell Streets.

www.joahuawilton.com

REGENT UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION
& THE ARTS
DISCOVER
THE POWER OF PURPOSE

VISIT US AND SEE WHY
REGENT UNIVERSITY
IS ONE OF THE
FASTEST-GROWING
GRADUATE SCHOOLS
IN THE WORLD.

PURSUE A PHD, M.F.A. OR M.A.
WITH AN EMPHASIS IN ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES:
♦TELEVISION
♦FILM
♦THEATRE
♦ANIMATION
♦JOURNALISM
♦COMMUNICATION STUDIES
COME PREVIEW THE FUTURE
OF MEDIA EDUCATION IN A
CHRISTIAN ENVIRONMENT.

REGENT
UNIVERSITY.

i

1000 RBGENT UNIVERSITY DRIVE, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23464-9800

888.777.7729 • Fax 757.226.4394
E-mail: adaknsions@regcnt.edu
w-ww.regent.edu/Communication
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (March 24). Your assignment this year, it you choose to accept it, is to find a way to
expand your career. Learn new skills so that you can serve more people, all over the world. Seem impossible' Not even! It'll be fun. Start searching
arching out optio
options.

I

t

3

4

6

8

8

17

Aries March 21-April 19

5fr

Taurus April 20-May 20

y

Gemini May 21-June 21

y Today is a 5 - Make calls and negotiate
big deals early. Study up so that you can
do a different kind of job. Practice is also
required in order to achieve perfection.

35

48

47

Today is an 8 - Your enthusiasm can
lead to a new source of revenue.
«■■£; Put your imagination to work, too.
Meanwhile, stick to your budget. You
don't have to overspend.

3/

43

38

39

40

41

57

58

'.!■

60

44

4')

48

Ml

52

51

.

ikpHm

33
38

■ 42
45

31

53

54

56

55

JETI easily

54

■

Today is a 6 - Go ahead and finish the
fl^. job you've already begun. Completion is
fyFff sometimes elusive, but getting then' sun1
feels good.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

-» Today is a 9 - Work may place a few
flL^} constraints on your hmr. but don't
^^^ despair There'll be plenty of energy left
for fun when it's done.

^^ Today is an 8 - New developments give
flBfc you lots of new things to think about.
J^% Make time for some contemplation
^ ^- before making a big decision.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Pisces Feb. 19-March20

* %«. Today is a 5 - You may have to invest
^JH money, ,is well .is time, in .i complex houseMX\ hold project. Be frugal, but do it right.

82

51

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Today is a 5 - Your workload is getting to
'. the point where you should be thinking
of specializing. Do what you do best, and
let somebody else do the rest.

^
Today is a 6 - Don't let somebody's
•■T^fc* brusque manner throw von tor .i loop
^^^ With a tittc help from your friends, you
can adjust and do what's required.well
within reach
—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
I Kind of cat
7 Little Joe's
brother
II Doctrine: suft.
14 Kravchukor
Brezhnev
15 Sacramento
arena
16 Auditor's letters

17 Lax waxers?
20 Pioneer U.S.
auto maker

21 Conclusion
22 Singapore
populace
23 Yens
25 "A Death in the
Family" author
26 Snoozing
janitors?
32 Run-down
dwelling
33 Greensward
34 Peeper covers
37 Italian
gangsters
42 Rejections
44 Rommel
45 Goldbricking
scouts?
51 Gardener, at
times

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle

News Quiz!
I)ul you read 1 h* li>< < t 1 I \
these questions lo In il mil'
i tvhn .pok< in \\

1

i

Is it ni'.; in ill.- \,i\\ \i,ti

30

?1

34

Cancer June 22-July 22

»|M<I-

28

25

?4

32

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

j _ Today is a 7 - Discuss your plans with
ffj^ your partner before making .i big purFV< chase You may have to decide quickly in
order to get the best deal, so decide what
you want ahead of time.

27

13

22

21

23

se

12

"
,.

19

18

?0

Today is an 8 - You seem like an
easygoing person, but you hate being
ordered around. It's smarter to go
along with things now rather than
complain. You'll gel your chance to be
in control later.

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Today is a 5 - It's OK if you're feeling
sjjjAy sl°w Jn'l deliberative. You're g»xxl ,it
^HJ 'hat l-et others race around and do
" whatever needs to be done. Hide out.

M ni.iin
i .llt'lt 111

"

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

jaf Today is a 9 - You could impress an older
•■^^ person with your style and grace, ami
^^f you may be asked to take on more
responsibility. Look sharp! You're
attracting attention.

1

9

:
|-

14

1

1

1

63

.

1

"

U
89

52 Lavish meal
53 From one side
to the other
56 Betting advice
57 -Romeo
(Italian car)
61 Truant
barbers?
64 Golf gadget
65 Milanese eight

DOWN
1 As well
2 Girlfriend of
Dudley
Do-Right
3 Yummy
4 Burden
5 Manipulate
dishonestly

66 Close a purse
67 Madison Ave.
output
68 As a
consequence
69 Excretes

7 Most difficult
8 Spherical body
9 Pond coating
10 Davenport
11 Frozen period
12 More agile
13 Catholic
services
18 Art print: abbr.
19 Social stink
23 Signal path to
a satellite
24 Dog-paddled
26 That girl
27 Myrna of "The
Thin Man"
28 Old-time TV
actress Arden
29 Sniggler's
catch
30 Significant
time
period
31 Consequence

35 Unknown John
36 Medieval peon
38 Annoy
39 Be in debt
40 Formal
address
41 Election victors
43 Big name in
cowboy hats
45 Volcano in the
Cascades
46 Requiring a
key
47 Eagle quarters
48 Rider's whip
49 Precipitation
50 Seek to attain
54 Catch sight of
55 Adam's third
57 Basilica
section
58 Camera
element

6 Stick

59 Greek letter
grp
60 Small vipers
62 Highway sign
abbr.
63 Cribbage item

•MfiWiv
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Stakes high for students as gambling catches on during March Madness
Story by senior writer Rachelle Lacroix • Graphics by art director Nate Tharp
Crowded on the living room
sofa, senior Alex Kennedy
and his roommates peer into
the television There are a little over two minutes left in the game's
second overtime and the University of
Arizona is trailing Gonzaga University
by one point. It's intense. It's emotional
and it's fierce. It's March Madness.
"I've got a lot riding on this,"
Kennedy said, his eyes never leaving
the screen. "I have Arizona going
into the final tour."
Adding his $5 to a NCAA men' basketball tournament pool, Kennedy is
like many university students who fill
out brackets and participate in friendly
wagers on their favorite college teams
Also, like many others, he doesn't see
anything wrong with it.
"It just adds a little more excitement
to the game," he said. "I don't think a $5
pool is going to ruin the tournament."
Like hot dogs and Hershey bars,
betting on college sports, especially
during tournaments, has become an
American institution Though illegal,
sports betting remains a widely accepted pastime and conveniently for betters, usually overkx>ked by authorities.
The frenzied three-week tournament ranks behind only the Super
Bowl and World Series, respectively,
in the amount of gambling it generate*, according to Keith Cooper, chief
of enforcement for the Nevada
darning Commission.
In the March 21 issue of USA
Today, sports odds analyst Danny
Sheridan estimated that for this year's

x \ \P|

playoffs, $5.25 billion will be illegally
wagered in tournament pools, while
$750 million will be wagered illegally
on the Internet.
So who's doing all that betting?
According to Keith Whyte, executive
director of the National Council on
Problem Gambling, students account
for the majority of active gamblers. A
Kansas State University article in April
2002 cited a 1997 study on gambling
among college students, which found
that .10 percent had gambled on sporting events in the last year, a figure that
doubled that of any other age group.
"That sounds pretty accurate," senior Steve Jacobs said. "College kids do
all the rest of the illegal stuff in the
book. Why not gambling as well?"
At a time when thrill seeking may
be a priority, gambling seems to be a
welcomed addition to the list of outlawed activities. While gambling lacks
the physical risks that drugs and alcohol may involve, it doesn't come without its share of handicaps. Sports betting on the Internet, in particular, •
includes the risk of losing money and
a good credit record, among others.
Despite the dangers, many Internetsavvy students choose to surf the
gambling sites, armed with their team
picks and credit cards.
Like the college sports stars they
watch on television, students easily
can make a fast break from one site
to the next to fill their gambling
wants and needs.
"In the last several years, we've
seen an explosion in Internet gambling

\t\

r

sites," said Bill Saum, NCAA gambling
and agent representative. "From just
300 just a few years ago to more than
1.800 today."
Though he doesn't use sports gambling sites, senior Michael Crosnicker
said they have selling points that may
appeal to student gamblers.

—66
/ wouldn't trust these betting
sites any more than I'd trust
an online mail-order-bride
service. Either way, I'd be
afraid of getting screwed.
— Steve Jacobs
senior

99"It's more convenient to bet
online because the process is much
easier." Crosnicker said. "You can
build an account with your credit
card and the site updates it for you.
You can also withdraw your funds
whenever you want."
With some sites boasting more
than 200,000 members, convenience
appears to outweigh legalities. For
example, www.sportsboM.com offers
incentives such as bonuses and
prizes for referrals to entice potential
gamblers worldwide. Though fully
licensed to operate offshore in
Antigua, an island in the Caribbean,
the site notes that it is the gambler's

responsibility to know the law in his
or her state or country.
Jacobs said the lack of information
would discourage him from using
sites like sportsbook.com. "I wouldn't
trust these betting sites any more than
I'd trust an online mail-order-bride
service," he said. "Either way, I'd be
afraid of getting screwed."
Virginia law, under state code 18.2333, does not permit betting on
sports. The law lists gambling as a
Class 3 misdemeanor, or in other
words, a crime that is punishable by a
fine not exceeding $500. All but one
state, Nevada, home to Las Vegas,
have similar prohibitions in place.
There currently are no federal laws
banning Internet gambling. However,
that may not be true, according to Sue
Cox, chief executive of the Texas
Council on Problem Gambling in a
November
2001
Northwestern
University article. The government has
said that the Wire Tap Act of 1%1,
which bans gambling over telephone
and wire transmissions, applies to the
Internet but has rarely used it to prosecute suspected gamblers.
The government has long jumped
from one side to the other, skirting the
collegiate-gambling issue. According
to writer Pete DiPrimio in a
September 2001 article that appeared
in The News-Sentinel, from 1951 to
1974, sports betting was not a profitable industry, as wagers placed in
casinos were taxed heavily by the government. Then in 1974, the taxes were
cut and sports gambling took off. But

Foul Play? ft

•1962: The University of Iowa dismisses star Connie Hawkins,
and he is barred from playing in the NBA for seven years after
he is accused of introducing a player to a gambler.
•1981: Gambler Henry Hill tells authorities he paid three
Boston College basketball players $7,500 total to fix nine
games, which earned him $75,000 to $100,000.
•1992: Nineteen University of Maine football and basketball
players are suspended for their involvement in a gambling
operation reportedly worth $10,000 a week,
•1995: Football and basketball players at University of

with NCAA concerns of potential
abuse. Congress passed a gambling
ban on amateur sports in all states,
except Nevada, in 1992.
More
recently,
Sen.
John
McCain's attempts to completely
ban betting on college, sports have
proven to be unsuccessful.
Concerning athletes and coaches,
the NCAA states in its anti-gambling
rules that any college coach or player
who takes part in tournament betting
with an entry fee is subject to one-year
suspension. If a player places bets
involving his own team, NCAA rules
mandate a lifetime ban.
Never shy about expressing their
displeasure toward illegal betting,
the spokesperson for NCAA said in
a February 2001 Daily Aztec article
that collegiate gambling has the
potential to undermine the integrity
of sports contests.
Senior Chris Couch disagreed. "I
wouldn't hold sports lower than any
other form of entertainment, but I
don't think that college sports are very
integrity oriented," she said. "The
players are glorified beer-and-athleticshoe-sa lesmen-in-training."
All athlete deprecation aside,
Kennedy, along with many
JMU students, continue to
place bets online and participate in pools during March Madness
Despite the risks involved, Kennedy
said betting just comes with the season.
So who's his top pick for this
year? "I'll have to consult my brackets," he said

era

Maryland, including starting quarterback Scott Milanovich, are
suspended for betting on college sports.
•1997: Arizona State University basketball player Stevin
"Hedake" Smith and teammate Isaac Burton Jr. plead guilty to
a point-shaving scheme. Bookie Benny Silman serves 46
months in federal prison.
•2002: University of Florida declared basketball player Teddy
Dupay ineligible for his senior season after he admitted to violating NCAA gambling rules; he was never charged.
Cases based on the Florida Council on Compulsive Gambling
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ENTY of tickets STILL available

LSAT

Class
starting soon!
Harnsonburg
James Madison University
Class Code: LSCV3202
1/Test

2
3
4
5
6/Test

7
8
9
10/Test

11

Mon 4/21
Wed 4/23
Mon 4/28
Wed 4/30
Mon 5/5
Wed 5/7
Mon 5/12
Wed 5/14
Mon 5/19
Wed 5/21
Wed 5/28

6pm
6pm
6pm
6pm
6pm
6pm
6pm
6pm
6pm
6pm
6pm

Call or visit us online today to enroll!

KAPLAN
1 800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

Don McPherson

Don McPherson, former NFL Player, will be speaking
about the prevention and awareness of violence
against women.
McPherson travels the country to speak to BOTH
college-age men and women about gender roles and
ways to break stereotypes

College Center Grand Ballroom
March 25th
7:00 pm
FREE OF CHARGE
WELLNESS PASSPORT EVENT

fab. •
Sponsors
CARE and 1 in 4
This event is part of CARE week.
CARE will be out on the commons from March 24-28th.
Contact Melissc Diffley at dlfflema@|mu.edu
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■ Downloaded under fire ... again

STYLE

Unlike Napster, newer downloading sites
force individual users to take the heat.

Bv

DAVID CLEMENTSON

SCOTT CHONG

junior
•M

Thedailv recognition from
appearing on MTV's popular
wrestling
reality
show
"Tough Enough III" last
semester usually annoys
Chong, but not Saturday
morning. "Yeah, hi, nice to
meet you," he-replied. "Do
you have any jumper cables?"
After successfully jumpstarting his car, Chong arrived
al his assessment tests five minutes late. But once again, his
newfound star status made that
situation easier too. "Weren't
you on 'Tough Enough?"' his
business professor whispered as
she passed him his papers.
Thaf s something Chong has
gotten used to hearing. "I was in
Arlington at |Vice President Al
Gore's] book signing," Chong

said. "I usually go out in public
incognito with a hat." But that
didn't keep Gore and his wife
Tipper from recognizing him.
"You're Scott from 'Tough
Enough,'" she said to him.
"Do you watch the show?"
he asked her.
"All
the
time,"
she
aaswered sarcastically.
Chong said, "You know
when you have the former Vice
President know who you are,
you're making it in life now."
Chong has become "the living, walking slogan for the concept of Revenge of the Nerds,"'
as a reporter at a New York City
VIP party called him. He's parted ways with one talent agent —
"I wasn't getting enough [gigs],"
he said — and is booking his
own appearances, taking on a rigorous performing circuit, ranging from autograph
sessions to wrestling
matches
in
Philadelphia
and
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
Roanoke,
and
CharlottesviUe, among
other locales. "I'm in
negotiations with several promoters," he
said. "If all my bookings go through, I'll be
booked every weekend in April.
"Very
few
people get a chance to
chase their dreams,
much less live them.
I'HOTIK'OI KTYVi (Hw Chont I'm living proof that if
Chong broke his nose during his professional wrestling debut through Clan you work hard and
Family Wrestling In upstate New York with Independent wrestler H.C. Loo. don't let anybody
senior writer
When junior Scott Chong
achieved his dream ol becoming a professional wrestler on
MTV's reality show "Tough
Enough III,"' he never could
have predicted the added
bonuses: motivational speaking
tours, big pay checks, popularity, revenge and jumper cables.
Saturday morning, Chong
undertook the usual business
of any other |MU student. He
was Madtd tor his assessment
tests in ISAT. But his car
wouldn't Mart,
"Hey! You're that guv from
'Tough Enough!"' two construction workers yelled to Chong
fmm a blue van in his Hunter's
Ridge parking lot.

'Success is the greatest revenge. I got the last
laugh in all this. I achieved my dream."

St story pal* 14

Scott Chong proves
'Tough Enough' for
newfound fame
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Chong pom with Loc after the* match, which Chong won wtth a "Boston crab."

bring you down, you can
achieve your dreams," Chong
said.
"My dream ever since I was
growing up, was to be a professional wrestler." Although he
didn't finish first on 'Tough
Enough III" and receive a World
Wrestling Entertainment contract — he finished eighth out of
approximately 8,000 total applicants — Chong made his professional debut Feb. 22 through
Cass Family Wrestling, a minor
league outlet in upstate New
York. He beat independent
wrestler H.C. Loc "by submission with a Boston crab," a special wrestling move "Tough
Enough III" helped him leam to
execute, Chong said.
Apparently, pressing on to
one's dream of giving other
men Boston crabs has motivated other people. "A bunch of
kids e-mail me and come up to
me and say, 'Damn, you
inspired me and motivated
me,'" according to Chong. He
said IK* would get picked on
and even beat up when he was
younger, something that many
people have been able to relate
to, judging by the fan mail
Chong gets.
"I was always the kid who
people thought was never
going to go anywhere," he said.
"People have picked on me ever
.in. ■ I was a little kid. to when 1
was in high schooL and work,
and even JMU — even professors. Now I'm making more
money than they are."
Now professors are asking
for his autograph. Accounting

professor Sandra Cereola, has
an autographed picture of him
up in her office. "He's a great
kid," she said.
According
Chong, "1 have
people
come up to
me every
day for pictures
and
autographs. 1
lust smile and
try to be as nice
as I can. Girls I
give a wink, guys
i just say hi.
"Success is the
greatest revenge.
I got the last
laugh in all
this.
I

achieved my dream."
Chong will appear at Buffaki
Wild Wings lor "Wrcstlemania
19" March 30 at 8
p.m

"TOUGH ENCXKIH IIP PROMOTIONAI. PlIOTO COURTESY OF S.« l7ui«
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'Judy Shepard Speaks
Twisted 'One Hundred'
Out Against Hate' tonight reels you in, spits you out
Mother of late Matthew Shepard puts
hate crime consequences in perspective
BY ANDREA LANOE

contributing writer
In ,i lecture discussing the
dangers ol hate language and
crimes and the need for greater
awareness of these issues, |udv
Shepard, mother of the late
Matthew Shepard, will present
"The Legacy of Matthew
Shepard: Judv Shepard Speaks
Out Against Hate," in the
College
Center
Grand
Ballroom tonight at 7:30 p.m.
Shepard has given lectures
across the country through her
organization. The Matthew
Shepard Foundation, which
she rounded with her husband
Dennis after their son was
killed October 1998 in an .niti
gay hate crime, according to
www. mat lhaofliepard.org.
This free event will be cosponsored by the University
Program Board, the Faculty
Women's Caucus, the Office
of Academic Affairs, Coors
and Harmony, a campus
organization for gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender individuals.
Junior Ryan McWilliams.
Harmony's events coordinator, said that Harmony has
been trving to get Shepard to
speak al JMU for quite some
time, but only recently was
able to get the necessary
financial support. He said he
hopes the event will promote
greater awareness on campus
of the issue ol li.it'- .rimes
"A lot of people don't
lUHlelsl.irul wll.lt ll is to be
gay or vsli.it we have to go
through, or even what a hate
crime is or what homophobia

-66... it doesn't take much
hatred for something like
[Matthew Shepard's
death] to happen.
— Ryan McWilliams
junior

59
is," he said. "It's not rcallv
their lault that they don't
know it, but it's our obligation
to help them understand."
According to the Web site,
on Oct. 7, 1998, shortly after
midnight, two men pretending to be gay lured 22-yearold Matthew out of a campus
bar. They drove him to a
remote area, tortured and
beat him, and then left him
for dead. Approximately 18
hours later, he was found
unconscious, covered in
blood and suffering from
hypothermia. Matthew died
from his injuries five days
later at a hospital in Fort
Collins. Colo.
His
attackers.
Aaron
McKinney
and
Russell
Henderson, currently arc
serving life terms in the
Wyoming State Penitentiary
for the crime. His death
received national attention
and became a rallying point
for supporters of hate crime
legislation nationwide.
McWilliams, who directed

last fall's Theatre 11 production of
"The
Laramie
Project," a play focusing on
the aftermath of Matthew
Shepard's death, said he
feels that Judy Shepard's lecture could help people to better understand what she
went through when her son
died and how damaging hate
language can be to individuals and communities.
"I think a lot of people can
learn from this that it doesn't
take much haired for something
like
.(Matthew
Shepard's death] to happen,"
McWilliams said.
Junior Elizabeth Menzie
said, "After seeing the production of 'The Laramie
Project' this past fall, I realized how severe of a problem hate crime is, especially
in the gay community. I
think (Shepard's) lecture
should be really interesting
and informative."
According to wwu:mallhewshepard.org, Shepard's lectures
are part of the effort to promole the goals of the Matthew
Shepard Foundation, a nonKlit organization founded in
emlvr 1998. The Web site
•Mad its primary goals are to
educate and inform the public
on acceptance, civil rights and
hate crimes and the need for
Eroper legislation to prevent
ate crimes.
If any organization on campus is mieiesh.l in putting
together a fund raiser for the
Matthew Shepard Foundation it
may contact: MSF, 4010 A South
Poplar, »299, Casper. WY 82601.

BY LEELA PEREIRA

staff writer
A deliciously convoluted
script written by junior Hunter
Christy tantalized audiences
of "One Hundred," which
opened in Theatre II March 19
and ended yesterday.
The play plunged the audience into the soap opera lives of
20-somethings Elijah, Isabel,
Brandon and Daniel in their
grotesque world, drowning the
spectators in suicide, misunderstanding, sex-starved relationships and painful memories.
When the play opened,
Elijah, played by senior
Stephen Cembrinski, was a
world-class pushover — his
infatuation
with
Isabel,
played
by
sophomore
Meredith
Holcomb,
his
unstable girlfriend and best
friend of several years governed his life. Lacking the
gumption to tell Isabel how
tired he was of her mood
swings and silent treatment,
Elijah only revealed his sentiments in video recordings
he made for Isabel — unbeknownst to her — in the solitude of his bedroom, where
he talked to the camera as
though it were Isabel herself.
The play took place in a twoweek time frame, inviting the
audience into the drab, dimlylit basement of Elijah's house,
where he desperately tried to
resucitate his relationship with
Isabel, extracted advice from
his good-humored housemate
and friend, Brandon played by
junior Connor Fux, and quarreled with his newest housemate, Isabel's ex-boyfriend,
Daniel, played by junior Jason
Vinccnte, Elijah's nemesis in the
competition lor Isabel s love
It was only at the play's
end, after Eli|ah abandoned

-66/ try to write from an
acting standpoint... I
left the dialogue vague
and open.
— Hunter Christy
junior

9?
the house and his relationship
with Isabel, that the audience
learned that Isabel, Brandon,
and Daniel were all MWM In
Elijah's sick-minded Riffle «>t
meddling in others' lives
"(The snow] was very emotionally intense," junior Andrew
Ballard said. "1 was reallv siirprised
at [Meredith I lokunb'sj range. She
really ran the gamut of ciYKibons.''
As Elijah, Cembrinski was
adequate, but his SIHUIMH
throughout much (tf the plav
and his restraint in both his vocal
and facial expn-ssion ,ind gestures, did not lend Elijah the
sense of twisted and wilv intelli
gence that
the character
deserved. His most believable
scenes were his brni \<\<
dezvous' with the video camera
when only his face was showing,
Holcomb's voice and hair
made her the star of the play. As
Isabel, Holcomb was also a victim of physical restraint, allowing her stamp, emotion-hlled
voice and long, waist-length
bmwn hair to do most of the acting, yet her character possi-svil
such an air of tiredness and
exhaustion fmm life, that lack of
motion seemed enaisabkv
Fux should be commended
for his comedic timing m die
role of Brandon. Oddly n-miniscent of Seinfeld's "Kramer,''
famed for being hillariously

bizarre. Fux kept the audience
laughing with his inventive and
bizarre eating habits, such as when
he pretended to be a snake charmer
and played a rolled-up magazine
"fkite," whjJe making nis gummy
worm wiggle to the music.
Vinoente was very believable as
I .tomi transit. >rming die minor rot
with his lanky yet mysterious and
intriguing stage presence.
Christy's script was clever,
IWI at times poetic and profound. The play's greatest
accomplishment
was
its
allowance of such a wide variety of action and stylistic interpretation. The
fact
that
Brandon's comedic influence, a
fight scene, a nude scene, each
of Elijah's video journals ami
other poignant scenes could all
fit effortlessly and cleanly into
the same play is an accomplishment in Itself
"I try to write fmm an acting
standpoint ■ < hr wt\ -..IKI. who
"left the dialogue vague and
open," allowing the actors'
interpretations of the script to
carry the pl,n
Another aspect of the
plav s appeal was senior Tim
Bambara's set design, paired
with Bryce MacGregor's
lighting design, both of
which allowed the audience
to feel like a fly on (he wall
throughout the entire performance. Although
the
lighting, which was confined
in lamps in the "basement,"
cast a shadow on the actors'
facial expressions at times, it
su.,essfully drew the audience into each scene
"Overall, I felt like we
worked really well together,
and the support of the cast
helped me get through the
toughest scenes," Holcomb
said "The way this play was
written was magnificent."
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Mp3 Madness: RIAA, MPAA crack down on file sharing
DAVfc NORMAN
staff writer
The Recording Industry
Association of America and
the Motion Picture Association
of America have upped the
ante in the industries' war on
digital piracy.
Since the inception of
Napster, the original mp3
downloading site, the music and
motion picture industries have
been shaken like a snow globe,
and the dust is far from settling.
Products that once were commercially controlled have been
revolutionized by a noncommercial medium that cannot be
controlled. In 2001, the RIAA
pressed charges of music piracy
against Napster and won, eventually causing the mp3-sharing
mogul to shutdown.
Herein exists the problem —
Napster was not the proprietor
of the data, it simply provided a
house for the data. Napster did
not "rip" mp3soff CDs. Napster
was a tangible unit that the
RIAA could go after and the
tangibility was the basis for the
RJAA's reasoning behind the litBY

igation. In reality, Napster wasn't breaking any laws — possession of pirated material isn't
technically illegal. Bartering or
mass sharing this material is a
different story.
To create a parallel, if one
found a Web site through a
search engine that was advertising the sale of young children —
a blatantly illegal act — from an
American location, authorities
would not hold the search
engine liable for providing a
medium for the advertisement,
but they most definitely would
track down the merchant selling
these children. Napster worked
in almost identical fashion —
the RIAA brought charges
against the search engine and
not the merchants.
Techno gurus always will
find a way around any hang-up.
The current detour involves
Napster clones such as
LimeWire,
Kazaa
and
Morpheus, all providing more
or less the same functionality,
but keeping all of the data
stored on the user's computer.
This does not create a tangible

-x.
Y^l'-y

unit capable of having charges
brought against them. These
services simply provide facilitation for users to connect to one
another's files.
A Feb. 26 article from
uwui.nfuis.com, "Congress targets P2P piracy on campus,"
proves a new battle plan is
being developed. The article
notes that Congress is no
longer targeting the file-swapping medium
(l.imeWire,
Kazaa, etc.) — they now are
going after individual users.
'"If on your campus you had
an assault and battery or a murder, you'd go down to the district attorney's office and deal

with it that way,' said Rep.
William Jenkins. R-Tenn
"While I'm sympathetic to
the young people, they're
breaking the law,' warned
Rep. Maxine Waters, D-Calif.
'Until the university or this
committee is going to do
something about it, we're
wasting everyone's time.'"
The fact that Congiev. i^
stepping up to the plate could
provide serious implications for
students across the country. The
article noted that, "under a 1997
law called the No Electronic
Theft Act, it is a federal crime to
willfully share copies of copyrighted products, such as soft-

ware, movies or music with of the law has been Web siteanyone if the value of the work related prosecutions.
The article also covers the
exceeds $1,000 or if the person
hopes to receive files in return. difficulty of avoiding prosecuViolations are punishable by tion. Polk Wagner, who teachone year in prison, or if the es copyright law at the
value tops $2,500, 'not more University of Pennsylvania,
noted that in order "to duck a
than five years' in prison.'"
Inevitably, the free sharing conviction 'you'd have to, in
of copyrighted materials will essence, prove you were an
be outlawed and there will be idiot. Not a problem for some,
but a big problem for most file
serious repercussions.
The good news for the sharers, I suspect"
Presently, the RIAA is sendmajority of file sharers is that
the RIAA and MPAA seem to ing out 2,500 notices a month
be going after the "big men to universities throughout the
on campus." Although cases country warning them of copyhave been brought against right violations occurring on
both big and small contribu- their networks.
A quick mp3 search on
tors to digital piracy, it seems
they are moving to shut JMU's internal network —
down the massive file sharers meaning no sources outside of
in hopes that they will filter JMU computers — resulted in
out all of the smaller, less over 23,000 mp3s. Of those
23,000, it is very likely that an
damaging users.
"Perspective: The new jail- enormous percentage, if not
bird
jingle,"
another all, of those files are copyrightU'U'U'.wu's.com article from Jan. ed material that are being
27 noted that, under the NET shared. It's only a matter of
Act, there have been no suc- time before someone is going
cessful peer-to-peer prosecu- to be the prosecutorial guinea
tions as of yet but the success pig for the RIAA or MPAA.

UPB and MUI422 present...

The CTN Music Binge Tour featuring

with OK Go and loudermilk

-

8 pm April 7
doors open 7pm

Tickets go on sale
Tuesday, March 25!!
Warren Hall Box Office, Plan 9 H-burg and www.muslctoday.com

College Center Grand Ballroom
$10 with JAC-limit 2
$14 general at the door
.

For more Info, contact Nick @ x86217 or stop by Taylor 203
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—MEN'S

JMU basketball players competed
this past weekend in a charity tournament to benefit Mercy House.

GAIL DECKER

junior lacrosse player
See story below

S« story btkm

TENNIS—

LACROSSE

Spartans
pound

lancin

Dukes

SARA STANny/xraf*.. rdiu-r

Junior attacker Gail Decker balances life on and off the field

BY JOHN BASCOM

contributing writer
The men's tennis team
started off sluggish yesterday,
and despite a strong finish,
could not quite catch the
Norfolk State University
Spartans, as it lost 7-2.
The match started off with
JMU losing all three doubles
matches. The pairing of freshman John Snead and senior
Bryan Knehr were the closest
to pulling off a victory, losing
a tiebreaker 7-5 to NSU's No.
2 doubles team.
"The doubles matches
were disappointing," coach

-

Brooks
hired for
full-time
position
BY DREW WILSON

sports editor
Kenny Brooks was named
the women's basketball coach
at a press conference Friday
after serving as the team's interim head coach for most of the
season. Brooks took over for
former coach Bud Childers during Childers' medical leave in
December and maintained his
interim status when Childers
resigned Feb. 5.
Brooks guided the team to
a 17-12 record (16-10 as interim head coach) and a fourth
place finish in the Colonltl
Athletic Association.
The |MU graduate ('92) and
former player joined the
women's basketball team this
season as an assistant coach after
serving as an assistant coach for
the men's team under Sherman
Dillard for four seasons.

This season has pmven to be an
PBI
extra challenge for Decker because
contributing writer
Junior attacker Gail Decker of new coach Kellie Young. In her
realizes her aggressive roll tor time at JMU, Decker has been subthe lacrosse team often forces jected to two completely different
styles of coaching, something she
her into the offensive spotlight
While she said it is a role she rel- said she thinks has been beneficial
ishes in, it is something she to her overall game.
"(Young] is an amazing coach,"
doesn't let cloud her thoughts.
"A lot of times you have to be Decker said. "She's very patient, but
able to handle the mental game intense and that's what our team
and just being able to relax exit neadtd — a little kick in the butt."
Despite having known the girls
there and haveTen." Decker said.
"You can't let 'K.' pressure of being on the team for only six months,
Young
said she is aware of Decker's
on the field wnn such great players
skill and love for the game. Young
get to your head."
Decker, who is second on the said of Decker, "She is so competiteam with 19 goals and leads the tive, sometimes that gets the best of
team in assists with 13 this season, her, but if s why she's so good."
On top of lacrosse. Decker is
has numemus awards and accomplishments under her belt accumu- used to juggling many things at
once.
She admitted managing her
lated from her three-year tenure at
JMU. A two-year starter, she was time with schoolwork. practice and
named to the All-Colonial Athletic traveling for games sometime ,s
Association Second Team and CAA tough, but said Young's enforceAll-Tournament teams last season. ment of a no-missed-class policy,
Decker also led the team with seven which means neither she nor any
free-position goab and was second of her teammates are allowed to
miss classes, helps to keep focus
in overall goab with 41 in 2002.
BY LINDSAY STRI I

see TENNIS, page 14
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"You can't let the pressure of
being on the field with such
great players get to your head."

■ A worthy cause
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AMY PATTtSSONJilairpltl.igmpher
Junior attacker Gall Decker leads JMU In
assist* and Is second on the team In goals
seven games Into the 2003 season.

and discipline prominent.
Despite the travel involved with
playing lacrosse, Decker is current\\ cm tlie President's List academically, which requires a grade point
avetasjo of 3.9 or above. Young said
many of Dcdoer'l teammates realize her dedication to academics as
well as to lacrosse.
"I know she has the respect of all
of her teammates and they trust
that lacrosse is an important part of
her life," Young said. "But they also
know that she's got a lot of balance
ax Other things that are very important to her and she keeps all those
things in perspective
Senior midfielder Lisa Staedt
also commented on Decker off
the field in comparison to her
on-field presenee
"She's a much calmer and spiritual person (off the field)," Staedt
said She's a really great allaround person and leader, and a
friend to everyone."
Decker said, "I always play
with heart because 1 like to. If I get
awarded for it, that's a bonus."

JMU downs Hofstra
"Amy played inspired and
really stepped up when
things got tough."
The game started slowly for both teams with neither team being able to
capitalize on numerous
opportunities and the
game remained scoreless
through the opening 13
minutes.
Dartmouth
opened the scoring with
16:59 remaining in the
first half. The Big (..tern
kept control of the game
dominating the possession and struck twice in
the next three minutes.
Trailing 3-0 with 14 minutes remaining in the first
hall JMU looked to pull
together as a team and get
back in the game. "We
seemed a little bit tentative
(through the first halfj, but

BY JASON MCGRAW

contributing writer
JMU outscored Hofstra
University 7-4 in the second half Sunday to beat
the
Pride
10-7
at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
Sophomore attacker Jess
Brownridge led the Dukes
with four goals, while senior
attacker Beth Davis, senior
midfielder Lisa Staedt and
junior attacker Gail Decker
each scored two goa Is a piece.
JMU improved to 6-1
overall and 2-1 in the
Colonial Athletic Association.
Friday the lacrosse team
used a strong defensive stand
in the second half to shut out
Dartmouth College 6-4.
The defense held strong
with sophomore goalie
Amy Altig leading the way.
Coach Kellie Young said.

the girls talked as a group,"
Young said. "We stayed
calm, and made changes."
JMU stayed with its
attack and got its first
goal from Staedt at the
9:08 mark in the first half.
The momentum of the
game slowly turned in
favor of the Dukes as
they struck again with
7:23 remaining in the half
to make the score 3-2.
The Dukes scored two
more goals in the next three
minutes to pull ahead 4-3.
However, Dartmouth
finished the half strong, scoring a goal at the 3:13 minute
mark to be the game at 4-4
heading into halftime
The Dukes scored one
more goal at the 17:48
mark of the second half to
close the game.

Red-shirt Junior defender Karl PaWs, left, drives up (
past a Dartmouth College player In the Dukes' 6-4 win Friday.

so- BROOKS, page U

MEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S GYMNASTICS

Tribe tops Dukes at home
BY IANBLLB DIORIO
staff writer
In its last home meet of
the season, the men's gymnastics team hosted the
College of William & Mary
in the
Virginia
State
Championships March 22
to 23. Although JMU fell to
W&M. 188.45 to 211.275,
numerous personal bests
were set by JMU gymnasts.
"A lot of what we're concentrating on in practice is
coming together in competition," coach Roger Burke said.
The sole senior, Josh
Goodwin competed in all six
events for the first time this
year and set several personal
bests. His 6.65 on floor and
7.8 on vault were personal
highs, and he tied his parallel bar high with a 7.7.
Goodwin normally competes on just pommel horse,
rings, parallel bars and the
high bar. However, he opted
to do the vault and floor
exercise as well and ended
up placing eighth in the allaround with a 43.70.
"I wanted to do all-around
because I won't be able to do
those events in competition
again, so I wanted to take the
opportunity while 1 had it,"
Goodwin said. "It was fun to
get to do those one more time
Goodwin admits that,
although it feels good to hat I
the last home meet under his
belt, he's going to miss it.
"Gymnastics has been a big
part of my life for so long and
it's been run," he said
Sophomore
I ucas
Buchholz had many person-

DAVE KINvVm." photovmphri
Former basketball player, senior Tim Lyle. left, played to benefit Mercy House Thursday.

JMU players slam dunk for charity
Caskill, Hatter play against locals, benefit Mercy House
BY DAN BOWMAN

AMY PATTiytStlN/.Mff,*,**™,*
Sophomore Andy Eraklne competes on the rings Friday for JMU.
al bests, including a 47.0 in

high of 46.95. He also had

the
all-around,
which
earned him fourth place.
Other
personal
highs
included an 8 7 on rings
and an 8.15 on parallel bars,
and he tied his best on vault
with an 8.65.
Sophomore
Jeremy
Etzkorn placed fifth in the
all-around with a personal

personal bests on the pommel horse (8.3), vault (8.3),
parallel bars (7.5), rings (7.9)
and high bar (6.9).
"I've been working hard all
year and it finally came together and paid off," Etzkorn said.
"1 was really excited about
pommels though, because it's
my best event."

assistant sports editor
Despite the men's basketball
season coming to a close a little
over two weeks ago, senior forward Ian Caskill and roi shirt
senior guard Charlie I Litter still
had one more tournament to
participate in this seat
The tandem competed in
the 10th Annual Professionals
Basketball Tournament at
Harrisonburg High School
March 20 to 23, helping to
raise money for Mercy
lions,, a United Way agency
in Harrisonburg.
"It's all fun," Hatter said
alter his team's game Friday.

"I don't know if we'll win.
but it's a nice little sweat
People enjoy it."
Caskill, who stepped out of
his normal post-flayer role to
hit numerous ^-pointers in the
first half, commented on his
game and the* event as a whole.
"I was on fire," Caskill said.
"It was just like high school lor
me. Charlie (Hatter) taught me
a few tricks before the (JUM
and showed me how to stroke
"This is the first lime I've
done something like this
C harlietold me his brother was
helping to put together a team
and that they needed a big
man It's all for a good cause."

Hatter am! t askllls team,
which won its game against
the team sponsored bv First
i iti/ens Bank 69-55 Friday,
was sponsored by Weaver's
FUxir Covering, a lixral business in Harrisonburg lor the
In teams competing in the
tournament, a sponsor and a
$145 entry fee were required,
however most of the money
raised at the tournament was
gathered from ads placed in
the program according to Bill
Shomo, a realtor who helped
put the tournament together.
"This is not a really monsee JMV, page 14
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BROOKS: Dream
job' becomes reality
BKOOKS.fmmpageU
Brooks said he always
wanted to gel into coaching
women's basketball.
"This is my dream job,"
Brooks said. "Anyone who
knows me knows that tins is
my dream job."
Brooks said that many
asked why he wanted to
switch trom the men's game
to the women's game. He
said. "This was in my heart
and I'm very fortunate that
I'm living out my dream."
Brooks thanked the JMU
administration as well as
others involved in the program for their confidence in
himthroughout the process.
Athletic Director Jeff Bourne
said. "I really firmly believe
that he is the man thai will take
this program to where we envision it in the future."
Bourne also
praised

-46-

and leading these young

1 learned a lot from that
situation because they
were teaching me as I
was teaching them.

Brooks also thanked his
players for helping him
through that situation
"I learned a lot from that
situation because they were
teaching me as I was teaching them." Brooks said.
After the Dukes' loss in
the CAA Tournament semifinals, all three team captains
— seniors Jess Cichowicz,
Nadine Morgan and Shanna
Price — said they want.J to
see Brooks named the
women's coach.
This is Brooks' first head
coaching job Itetore returning
to JMU as a men's assistant in
1^8. Brooks was a part-time
assistant coach for the JMU
men's team during the 1993'94 season and an assistant
coach at Virginia Military
Institute from 1994- IS

l.nii.'s this s,Ms(in

— Kenny Brooks
women's basketball CM.h

59
Brooks for keeping the team
on track after the situation
surrounding Childers' resignation occurred.
"This has been an interesting and trying year for
coach Brooks," Bourne said.
"He came in as our interim
coach halfway through the
year and I think has done an
admirable job with this team

JMU: Charity games TENNIS:
help to raise money NSU tops
Dukes on
home court

JMU, from page 13

strous money maker, but it's our
yearly fund raiser athletic-type
event" Shomo said. "The competition gets better and better
every year though."
Pat Bergey, president of
Mercy House, said help from
JMU
students
in
the
t timmunity Service Learning
Center as well as in the marketing department has been crucial
to tl*' success of the tournament
this year, as well as in years past.
"We get a lot of volunteer
help from JMU overall," Bergey
■H In the past, students have
helped with everything from
concessions to selling tickets to
running the scoreboard.
"This year because of JMU's
Spring Break, we weren't abk' to
get as much help tin time because
we weren't able to get a hold of as
many students as before. But we
still appreciate all of the help
we've received from JMU."
According to Bergey the tournament raised between $5,000 to

S64J00 for Mercy House.
JMU graduate McCarthy
Gausc ('95), who also
helped run the tournament,
said he thought it helped
unite members of the JMU
community with people
around Harhsonburg.
"We try to bridge the gap
between the community and the
college students," Gause said.
"There are a lot of people from
JMU, not just students, involved
with this whole thing. For
example, Art Dean, who's a referee at the tournament, also
works in admissions at JMU."
Shomo said he thought overall the tournament was a success on many levels.
"We're happy about it,"
Shomo said. "You've got most
of your best local talent playing
in this tournament and it raises
a decent amount of money."
A team featuring current
senior and former JMU player Tim Lyle also competed in
the tournament.

TENNIS, from page 13

Steve Secord said. "We came
out and played at a lower level
than we're capable of, but we
were a lot more competitive in
our singles matches."
The Dukes won two of the
six singles matches. Snead beat
out NSU's Kaumba Sakawuyi
6-1,6-1 to give JMU its first victory of the day.
Senior Mike Hendricksen
beat Daniel Prokes after losing
the first set 5-7. He won the second M and the tiebreaker 13-11.
"I played (Prokes] earlier this
year, and I lost in three sets,"
Hendricksen said. "This time he
was complaining a kit about the
score, which got me rattled. But I
rebounded and came out strong
in the second set."
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20 West Water St., Downtown, Harrisonburg 433-^
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The Law Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC
Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor
You may reach me at 540-438-1000
71 Court Square, Suite B
Harrisonburg

cradle of Filth

Recently: Ben Harper, Ani DiFranco, Evanescense,
Ministry, Lil Kim, Nick Cave, Juliana Theory,
Everclear, Buju Banton, AFI, The Ataris, Voivod

and mane
>Thousands of new & used CDs & LPs!
>Very fast special orders at no extra cost!
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SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
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Don't gamble on
your next apartment,
come to Snnrhii.se and
take the house.
* 4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury Apartments
* Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area
* Fantastic Fully-Equipped Fitness
and Business Centers
* Superior State-of-the-art Clubhouse
" Conveniently Close To Campus
" Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and
Fooseball Tables

442.4800

www.sunchase.net
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FOR RENT
Urge 1 ■•tlroom Apartmtnli .
good location, available 7/1 or
6717. $370 Can 433-1569
Naga Ha a* - Student summer
r«nt*l*. Call 252-2550328 or
seaoree/erearty. com.
Fall Sublease In Sunchase
Looking tor feme*. Call 442-7750.
Ml. View Drive Tewaheeee • 5
bedrooms, furnished. Ethernet,
individuals or groups welcome,
$230/month. 1 year leeae (8/03
8/04). Can 7034504008.
letMheeae tor Heal - 3 bedrooms.
2 1/2 batha. full kitchen,
dMfwaaher, furl sin washer/dryer.
AC Walk to IMU. Prater Grad.
students. t750/month. Available
)uly J Call 2466700
MO W. Weeer • 3 bedroom, yard,
oarking. storage, June 1, $750.
879-9947.
New Urge 1 M sjaruiiaU - All
appliances, available August.
$455 433-1569
CiaaMBM Uggkig - Our VflrasrjeeTi
condominium
sleeps
5-7.
w>vn v^ntarareerwenUiajm
ttal ■ Girls
preferred. (4618 Blue Marim Way
on Canal). 3BR/2BA. May 5 to
September 5. $2.000/mo • ubatWa
A/C waahar/dryer, furnished. 6
persona. Cell (w) 8047485851 or
(h) 804 7946904

WD. available 8/17/03. $410
$445. Call 433-1569.
Moving/ Living Off Cempea* Visit
web/nu,ecAi/ccf/eatiriga.htm. JMU'a
official site for off-campus housing,
roommates, furniture. Also great tar
eovertieing subkrts/rentals.

M-«*eM to IMeM to rta» Haeel
»o* the SiMwier? Call Katharine,
5*06980794 l«nobxejrrtmail.com
FwaJefeMl imelenay - in country
setting, privacy Washer/dryer,
hitchen, bath. One adult only. 0
miles from Harrisonburg, $325/
month. Call 540610-1739
r Bed,
■ Towafte. -2 1/2
batha. appliances. Medisc Manor,
pool, tennis Available August 1
434-3790.

Nle. 1 laareem Ap.rlm.al far
Rent • 520 Mason Street, 1 foil
bain, (mi mam. tun sue »esrw/
dryar. A/C. Quart naMibon, dote
to RMH ant) JMU Prefer GrerJ.
student. s450/month. available
July 16 Call 246S70O
3 ■aaroen Tewnaew.ee • Main
Street. furn*Sf>ed, W/D. A/C. 2 1/2
baths, sublet now. Also 1 year
lease sisflinf. August 2003 Call
54O57SO510

WESTPORT VILLAGE
HUNTERS RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-MS
0L0 SOUTH HIGH
EAST & WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET
1-2-3-4 OR 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
2-3-4 BEDROOM
HOUSES

Kline-Rlner Rentals

438-8800

3 bedrooms, 2 1/2 batht,

VW Cebrle ls»7 - CD. AM/FM.
power locks/steering, new belts
and spark plugs, good condition.
$9,500 Call Devon. 43S6S02.
Thee and Rtaw Far Selet 5 Super
Swamper
TSL/SX
tires.
30X11 50X15 70% tread, five AR
767 wheels 15X6. New tires and
rlma. Cell 574-1127.
2000 rtowda CWMOO - new tires,
$5,000. o b o. Call 271-1089
http: / /cob |mu. edu/bitie
1993 IMW Satl - Black, leather,
tin* shift, ABS. sunroof. 155.000
mosOy highway miles, very nice car
for only »7,499. 435-1010.
1912 Honda Preleale • violet. 5
speed. A/C. sunroof, dealer
maintained, have records, pristine
condition, need to sell! 116K,
$6,500. neg. 516991*133.

1990 Toyota Camry • 4 door,
power doors, lochs. 10 disc CD.
heyless entry, great condition,
$5,000 Can 437-5508.
199S Toyota 4 Runner - loaded,
brush and grill guard, leather,
sunroof, muni CD change*. 119,000
miles, one owner. $10,900. Call
574-2321.

ACAC la Seeking Committed
Summer Camp Counselors - for
June 2 - August 23. Counselors
can earn from $6.50 ■ $9 00/hour.
depending on experience. If you
are creative, exciting end
energized, then ACAC has an
opportunity for you. Full-time with
benefits! For more Information
please call Adam. 434617-1747.

basement, mow-in condition.
1115,000 with SI,500
closing costs.

Tee Shirt* )Mt «1.BO Eec*! , I
Thrrft. 227 N. Main.

ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU!
NO BUS RIDEI

Large town home
In Reberd Acres for salt.

toward Purchaser's

tebleaee* AlAPI Ashby (new
part), low rant, prefer male.

WE HAVE
PROPERTY ATI

PROFESSOR
MOVING...

Acker Real estate Service
434^*48,476-1215
Mae 00 0.0 - 160 MB Quicken,
AppCeworks. Encyclopedia. Adobe
Page. $375 Call 879-9947
Seaaner/MPS Player - Epson
1200U USB scanner. $50; N«p Z«
MP3 player. 240 MB. $100. Call
Hun, 5686952 (days).
1099 BMW 21 Ceape • 2.8L.
Coolest cer on campus! MetalK
green, Harmon Kardon 17" alloy
and more 21,000 miles, $26,500
Can 8016575.

taiaear Jot • Massanutten River
Advertures, inc. MRA Is aeekirtg 6
8 men and women for the canoe.
kayak tubing and rock climbing
2003 season. MRA is located
across from Masaarutten Resort.
Employees must be motivated,
enthusiastic, self managed, and
good dnvlng record. CDL and CPR
are a plus Carl 2894066 or email
MassanutionRiver#eol.com.
Llfegeerds Wanted - in North
Myrtle Beach. No experience. Appy
www. nabeftretfuarcJf. com.
Bartender Trainees Needed •
$250/day potentiel Local positions
1 8002933985. ert. 215.
(W1PTAKAJO
Tor Hoys, Naples, Maine
I H NT LAKE CAMP
Par Garb. Poland. Maine

Looking for a Fun Summer Job?
Shenandoah River Outfitters is now
hiring for summer season for
campground attendants, campfire
cooks, drivers able to Iff! 85 lbs.
Must be outgoing, energetic and
able to work weekends Full and
part time. Call 18006CANOE2
Iwajir fctee at the teec* - The
Outer Banks of North Carolina.
Please visit www.mworfft.com and
click on 2003 employment
information.
Petoser" la«erW Eiterto*~ipi".r g.
summer, vour hours. 5663068.

lake from locations.
exceptional facilities. Mid-June
thni mid-August. Over 100
IVIUK^UC

counselor positions in tennis.
swimming, land snorts, water
■ports, tripping, outdoor skill*.
ihciire arts, fine arts, music.
nature study, nanny. secretarial.
Call Takajo at 800-250-8252
Call Tripp Lake at 800-997-4347.
Siihmit application on-line at
www.teiiaJo.com or
www.iripplekrcamp.rom.
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Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs -StudentGroups
Ram $1.000-.2,000 thu
semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser * hour
fund raising event.
ihit program* makr feed
raising easy nilb ne rlski.
Fuad mandates arc filhng quickly.
ao get with the pr-agram' It »uri»
Coatacl CarnpinFundrsiicr
a.RM-92)-J23R.orvM..

wwtkcampwfunttratfer com
freeze Online Editor Needed
needed for the 2003 2004 achool
year. Poalbon starts n Aon). Please
contact Drew Wtoon, 5686127.
S6S Need Izba Cash $$$ ■ The
KLM Group, Inc.. a national event
marketing firm, Is looking for
energetic and outgoing individuals
for part time promotions at James
Madison University home football
games and other school events
and festivals in the fall 2003.
Greet opportunity to have fun and
make extra money at the same
tlmef Fallible schedules will fit
your busy class and social
schedule. Experience in marketing/
sales/service a plus. Please can
8866911810
Apply in person at Hank's
Smokehouse and Deli at the baae
of Massanutten on Route 33
a-Dont war* a desk fob?
Hike and camp with teenagers who
need your help. Call 877-207 9417
or erne*! derecrumng«>yahoo com.
The Dtaoovery School of Virginia.
SLSOO Weekly Poteiittol rruMkrtg
our circulars. Free information. Celt
2036630202.

SERVICES
Need Computer HeleT I make
house calls! 15* years eapenence
A* certified. Before you throw your
computer out the window, call a
PCGeekf All areas Including
Internet problems, virus detection/
protection, upgrades, repairs CeH
5404329547 or 5464786673
dfcanee>(uanecompirteri.com
www.karteeomputers.com

NOTICE
For more mlormauoa and
rciuruuir. thrsivcstts^knornssnciBI
hmincvs coportuninc«, coatact gw
Heller Bittiaevs Bureau. lix
14e*-533-550l

Skydlvel One day first Tandem
skydives from 2 1/2 miles upl
22 jumper aircraft JMU student
discounts! Call 1877 348 3759
(877-0, VESKY)
www.skydiveorenge.com

Subscribe to
The Breeze!
$40 for third class mail
or $80 for first class mall.
you can receive a full year of
rheSreasMf
Please send your name.
address & money to;

The Brme
James Madison University
Anthony Seeger Hart
MSC680B
Heyrrksontourg, VA 22807

g an online editor!
Interested in putting The Breeze online?
Submit cover letter and resume to Drew Wilson, editor in chief
•Applications will be accepted until position is filled

ani

<•"■ «

Student Film Festival

-

ft

"Let Your Fantasies Run Wild"
Everything Fantasy
Swords & Daggers * Dragons * Fairies * Egyptian
Glassware * Chess Sets * Tapestries * T-shirts
Tarot Decks * Collectible Pewter
Including Handmade Items such as
Chainmail * Candles * Swords & Axes
Bead Work * Medieval Clothing
And much more at the
o^lotlL

't*c

90 Lee-Jackson Hwy. (Colonial Mall) Staunton. VA 540-887-9684

See us on campus at MadiCon this weekend.
March 28th-30th!

Shoot It!"
Awards This Year Include.
Peoples Choice
Best Director
Best Film
Best Writing
Best Ensemble Acting
Best Soundtrack

Entries DUE

THIS FRIDAY
March 28th
by 5 pm
Taylor 203
i

5% discount to students and faculty

I or morv into < all x3b723
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to something different:!

www.aletheiachurch.com

aletheia

church

'<— —> (truth)
answering your questions about God and the future
providing direction during times of difficulty
communicating realistic and practical solutions for relationships
providing music that.fc contemporary and relevant

contact us:
(540) 801-8072

SUNDAYS
atetheia@ntelos,net|
6 PM

